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CEO’S MESSAGE
Newsletter December 2020
End of year 2020!

Kunalsinh Vaghela

This will be the last newsletter for this year, and it has been a
roller coaster ride with so many products going live, new projects
curtailed, and new services introduced. I can rope in all the
exciting things GlobalVox as a team has witnessed, which includes
all pleasant and unpleasant experiences, These experiences are
stripes on our shoulders that make us stronger each day.

In this whole year all GlobalVoxers have shown up and stayed true to the mission and
values we stand for. I am forever grateful towards the entire GlobalVox family spread
across North America, India, Canada and the UK.
Present
As we step into the holidays of December our India team gets a long-awaited new office!
I’m excited to announce the opening of our brand-new infrastructure to which
management team members have been working since last November 2019. Our new
office in India will be the cornerstone for GlobalVox as it hosts the entire operations and
development team and functions as a backbone for GlobalVox as an organization. This
step demonstrates the vision GlobalVox has for scalability in the long haul.
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to produce uncertainty, stress and trauma in our
communities. By now, we have all been directly or indirectly impacted by this virus, which
has been devastating for so many. Despite the challenges we are all facing every day, this
is also a time that is bringing out the best in many people and I truly appreciate the energy
and excitement the team has demonstrated all along in these unprecedented times.
Next step
GlobalVox in 2021 will be dynamically navigating forward, focusing on Sales & Delivery.
GlobalVox will be building its muscles towards strengthening sales and revenues by
channel partners and direct sales. Focus for 2021 will be Sales - Sales - Sales.
Thank you all for being around and making GlobalVox what it is today.
Stay Tuned
Stay Healthy
Stay Safe
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A ‘Jack of all trades, master of none!’ This phrase, as we all know,
has largely carried with it negative connotations. Well,I believe it is
time to re-look at it. There sure are a lot of perks that come with
being a Jack of all trades.
Pratik Jain

In our fast, ever evolving world of software and technology, the more aware you are of the
tools and skills, the more confident and versatile you will be I, by no means, am demeaning
the importance of mastering a skill. Nonetheless, creating a niche does provide an edge and
becoming a ‘Jack’ of several skills can really take you “places.”
Let’s say you are a developer (java/php/python...), it will help immensely for you to have a
first level understanding of these terms/concepts:
OAUTH and OAUTH2
Containerization - Dockers
SOAP vs REST
Lambda
Elastic Search
Dependency injection
Material design
Tableau server
DAP vs SSO vs Active Directory vs OpenLDAP vs SAMP vs Kerberos
Kubernetes
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We have heard several high achievers say that ‘Knowledge is Power’ and it is! Understanding
the concepts which are in the periphery of your direct line of work - jargons which we keep
hearing about, but mostly ignore- will give you power and along with it will come freedom
to exercise that power.
While the example above is more aligned towards developers, the phenomenon holds true
for any domain. Empower yourself with knowledge.
Let’s consider another example. If you are in Human Resources, you must strive to be aware
of the best innovative global HR practices. The world is shrinking and this is your chance to
make a difference. Think about:
Ways to improve productivity and accountability (how about gamification?)
Reasons why the company ZAPPOS got rid of workplace titles and their experience
Org structures of global IT giants, like Google or Microsoft
Companies like SEMCO - having the most transparent and open work culture and how is
it making wonders
If you are a Designer and a photoshop fan, how about exploring Coreldraw/ Illustrator/Canva or learning about the basics of video editing or animation. The possibilities are endless.
After all, a multi-tool, like a Swiss Army knife, has its own market and need over a screwdriver. The world needs both. So what are you choosing to explore today? UPGRADE.
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GV FAMILY WISHES YOU
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

KIMBERLEY MILLER
14th DEC
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ROHIT MOGA

KHAYALI WADHWA

15th DEC

29th DEC
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FAMILY TIME - FUN TIME

25
DECEMBER
USA Holiday
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WE ARE HIRING

POSITION NAME
MANUAL QA ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
2 TO 5 years
LOCATION
Ahmedabad

References are recommended for
above opening
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How to install Oracle 19c
on Ubuntu 18.04 with Docker

Mayank Chauhan | Technical Lead

If you have landed here that means you are struggling to install oracle 19c on Ubuntu. If this
is your first search result on the internet, you are lucky!! I have spent 3 days figuring out the
solution. Let's move to the solution.
There are some pre-requisite:
•The root access in the terminal in Ubuntu
•Docker installed in Ubuntu
•Git installed in Ubuntu
•8GB+ RAM
•20GB+ free space
•Good Internet
1. Check Docker version
> docker version

If you get Client and Server details in output, you are ready to move to the next step. If
Docker is not installed please refer to another blog for Docker installation.
2. Clone Oracle Docker Images

Oracle has created a repository on GitHub with all supported docker images. You just have
to clone that repository.
Create a directory in Ubuntu where you want to host the show. Let's say its /var/docker/.
>
/var/docker
>cdcd
/var/docker
>
clone
https://github.com/oracle/docker-image
>gitgit
clone
https://github.com/oracle/docker-image

This will download all available images to /var/docker folder.
7
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3. Download Oracle 19c zip from Oracle website

You can download the zip from
https://www.oracle.com/database/technologies/oracle-database-software-downloads.htm
l#19c
I hope you have a good internet speed because the size of this zip file is 2.8 GB. Download
Linux x 86–64 from 19.3 section.
Copy zip file in docker-images/OracleDatabase/SingleInstance/dockerfiles/19.3.0/.
f> cp <path-of-download-directory>/LINUX.X64_193000_db_home.zip
/var/docker/docker-images/OracleDatabase/SingleInstance/dockerfiles/19.3.0/

4. Run Docker

The next step is to run docker. Go to
/var/docker/docker-images/OracleDatabase/SingleInstance/dockerfiles directory. There is
a file buildDockerImage.sh, you need to execute that file.
Note: This process can take time, based on your system configuration.
> cd /var/docker/docker-images/OracleDatabase/SingleInstance/dockerfiles
> ./buildDockerImage.sh -v 19.3.0 -e

You will see the message “Build completed in xxx seconds.” once it's done. Check the docker
image created for oracle 19c by typing the below command:
> docker images

You can see the docker image with tag 19.3.0-ee. Now its time to run that image. Docker
image successfully created.
5. Run Docker Image

Now its time to run the image. Before that, we need to create a directory where all Oracle
Data will be stored. Let’s create a directory /u01/oracle to store all oracle data.
Use the below command to run the docker image.
> docker run --name oracle19c --network host -p 1521:1521 -p
5500:5500 -v /opt/oracle:/u01/oracle ora
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You will see the password in the first line as an output of the above command.
It’s similar to:
ORACLE PASSWORD FOR SYS, SYSTEM AND PDBADMIN: ET10BpTqpVg=1

Note: This process can take time, based on your system configuration.
You will see “DATABASE IS READY TO USE” once it’s done. The last line should be “XDB
initialized”. You will notice that process will not end here and the terminal keeps running
without any further logs or information.
Tip: You can close that process by ctrl + c and wait for the process to end. Check docker by
entering below command:

> docker ps -a

It will list the image created by the previous command. Now start the oracle database.

> docker start oracle19c

You can access the Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Express on,
https://localhost:5500/em/shell.
Username: system
Password: <<Use that you have copied from the previous step>>
Container: orclpdb1
If you have lost the password or you want to change the password, use command — docker
exec oracle19c ./setPassword.sh <new-password>
> docker exec oracle19c ./setPassword.sh oracle

Connect database from docker terminal:
> docker exec -ti oracle19c sqlplus system/oracle@orclpdb1

That's it!!!
Happy coding…
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Government, Economy,
Technology and Consumers
Bhavik Patel | Project Manager

Technology has sailed a long way and so has the trends. It has been a constant endeavor by
the government to utilize these tech innovations for betterment of the economy both
nationally and globally. Pool of tech innovators, contractors, manufactures, dealers and,
users have become dependent on these gadgets and associated solutions around them. This
tremendous flow of tech has resulted into an era that has made nations to work on their own
digital and tech policies, resulting into trade and service between various countries.
As a result of this the risk is no more just trade oriented but has gone above and beyond just
digital reach. Any economy across the globe has now to critically and vitally deal with
existing and upcoming technological propaganda more crucially hence explicitly keeping its
implications into consideration before getting into any form of agenda if it be national,
international or just local.
The titles in this article aptly showcase its irony with the subject of this article.
Google Blocks Huawei

Based on an article shared on mirror.co.uk it has been said that Google has cut off Huawei
license, that means applications like Google Maps, Gmail will not be available anymore.
Google play store that holds some of the most popular apps will soon deny access to apps
like Gmail and Google Maps for Huawei phones. As per the report shared by The Verge it
is said that Google has cut off Huawei’s license. That means apps like Gmail, Google Maps
and also security updates will be banned for Huawei’s phones.
It is also been told that the president of the US Trump is to sign an order which will BAN US
firms from Huawei dealing amid spy fears. While existing consumers will be able to use the
phone and apps as usual, they will not be able to update their phone to newer version of
Android if a new version is released.
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Android told that they took this step to “comply with recent US government actions”. This
possibly can be in correlation to executive orders by Donald Trump aiming to ban Huawei’s
equipment from US network and said it was subjecting Chinese company to strict export
controls. The order – which was in context of empowering US government to ban the
technology and services of “foreign adversaries” deemed to pose “unacceptable risk” to
national security – however it did not name any countries or companies.
Huawei came up with its new smartphone launch recently – P30 and P30 pro
which has “best camera in market”

To this a former director for strategy of National Security Council wrote to Daily Telegraph
that – “Other nations must not make the mistake of thinking President Trump’s recent
executive order banning companies like Huawei from US networks is merely an afterthought
of the trade war”.
Best 5G smartphones from Samsung, Huawei and more

A spokesperson from Huawei told that “Huawei has made substantial contributions to the
development and growth of Android around the world, as one of Android’s key global
partners, we have worked closely with their open-source platform to develop an ecosystem
that has benefited both users and the industry. Huawei will continue to provide security
updates and after sales services to all existing Huawei and Honor smartphone and tablet
products covering those which have been sold or are still in stock globally.”
We will continue to build a safe and sustainable software ecosystem, in order to provide
the best experience for all users globally.”
What it means for us as consumers?
For existing users like myself we will still be able to update the phone and apps, I just tried one
while writing this article? However, upgrading to a new Android operating system version
once it becomes available may not be possible.
Google told that “For Huawei user’s questions regarding our steps to comply with the recent
US government actions: We assure you while we are complying with all US government
requirements, services like Google Play & security from Google Play Protect will keep
functioning on your existing Huawei device.”
Conclusion

There has always been a tug of war between economic reforms and their acceptance that
individual nations try and absorb in their own capacity. While innovation is not a tangible
equation, certainly its implementation can be made in a more controlled fashion.
We will witness more such cases that will swing along with ideology of constantly changing
governments and their perspectives towards technology, just recreating more opportunities at
global level.
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Why IT graduates should start
working with Linux
Vivek Soni | Software Developer

Because... Linux is faster: get every ounce of your CPU power working for you
Yes. Linux is faster, and there is technical explanation for that. The core thing that make Linux
faster than windows is its ‘core’. When I say core, I mean the Kernel. Linux follows a
monolithic styled Kernel, that means the critical OS functionality such as driver management,
memory management, task scheduler and the file systems, all are available at one place
only, that make the communication between them faster. Windows is using Kernel which is
micro Kernel. Micro Kernels contain fewer functionality with it. The other aspects are loaded
separately in Window’s micro Kernel.
Because... Linux has many flavors: give a purpose to your computer
My professor uses a very good analogy to explain Linux Distributions. Imagine when very
first ice cream was invented, how would it look and taste like! Imagine that was a plain
vanilla ice cream. That plain vanilla ice cream is Linux. Later on people started adding
flavours to their choices, like Chocolate, Strawberry etc. Similarly on top of Linux Kernel,
developers added tools and software that are aligned to their profession or purpose. If
you’re interested in hacking, there is Kali Linux for you. If you want super security, there is
SE Linux (Security-Enhanced) for you. If you are network administrator, then there is CentOS
Linux for you. This and that there are hundreds of Linux Distributions available for your
purpose of work. To explore the ocean of distros visit www.distrowatch.com
Because... Linux has wide support community / forums / websites / videos:
individually we are drop but together we are ocean
Let me tell you an incident. Once I was working on one .NET project, where I encountered
serious error (it was not generating .exe file under any circumstances), when I searched on
internet regarding the error, there was no gentleman answer for that, in fact what people do
to just get clicks was this, they first write rubbish which contain the error in title but inside,
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they just talk round round, and at last they say, to solve this error visit this link. And when
you click to that link another person talk same rubbish, and at last he too put a link to visit.
No matter how much you try to catch your tail, you just can’t do it. Well this happens because
windows is proprietary OS, this is why they can’t solve our problem without charging nothing
from us. On the other hand in Linux it is too good, when you try to search for an error
solution, you would literally astonished the way they (community pages and forums) define
and get root to the error. This is something you only understand when you start
troubleshooting for Linux errors.
Because... Linux is not stalking you: solitude sometimes is the best society
Linux don’t collect user data whereas windows collect all the user details which lead to
privacy breach.
Because... Linux is as secure as an English castle: Security is always excessive until
it's not enough
On this mother Earth, 87.56% desktop users use Windows as their primary OS, 9.65% uses
macOS and 2.15% ‘elite force people’ uses Linux. So it make more sense for hackers to
create Virus that target Windows OS. In addition to that Linux architecture is designed the
way that makes the job of Virus to break through damn difficult. Getting into detail about
architecture is out of the scope here. According to www.top500.org in the year 2019 all top
500 servers/super computers uses Linux operating system as their primary OS, this highlight
the power of Linux.
Because... Linux offers quality open source software and tools: In fact, the software
gives us the tools to fill our evolutionary roles
There are plenty of open source software available on Linux, and they’re pretty bomb at
performing. For an instance, for youtube video download, there is youtube-dl tools, it offers
very good functionality such as, it can download entire playlist, it can extract audio from the
video and make it mp3, this and many other so many powerful function youtube-dl has.
Then there is openSSL tool, it can encrypt any document in almost all type of encryption
modes. It works miraculously fine for developer tools like Android Studio, Github, PyCharm,
Docker, PHP, JavaScript etc.
Because... Linux unleash the lethal tech geek in you: Linux can do everything
Windows can, and figuring out how, is fun!
Initially problem comes when you newly start working with Linux, because in Linux there is
so much commands you need to fire in its terminal. You might blow your mind sometimes,
in fact Linux will challenge you on day to day operations. But trust me there is no satisfaction
then you solve a Linux problem by throughing its forum or you read book or watch tutorials
or anyhow if you nailed it, you will get a sound sleep that night. :)
CAUTION!, once you survived first 6 months with Linux, then there is no chance you getting
back to Windows or Mac ever again.
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